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Strongly upon the general consciousness. Hence, as
society in its economic aspects was rapidly passing from
status to contract, from what was given by custom to
what was ' denominated in the bond ', so political
society, shaping itself under Tudor Nationalism on
purposive and no longer on traditional lines, began to
be interpreted in terms of business and to be regarded
as the product of a previous * Social Contract *.
The Social Contract is an idea so obvious after even
an elementary reflection on politics that it was no new
creation of Tudor times. The Greek sophists knew it,
and when William of Ockham, a medieval schoolman
who died a hundred years before the Renaissance,
based civil government and private property on the
consent of the governed, he was in reality making out
a case for the existence of a social contract. But,
apart from Ockham, the medievalists did not express
this philosophy in these terms. Indeed, their phil-
osophy forbade it. For the basic notion of the Social
Contract is that man, being miserable in his primitive
anarchy, comes to an agreement either with his fellows
to make a ruler or with some already existing man of
strength and dominion in order to get out of an intoler-
able situation. But the basic ideas of medievalism
were Natural Law and the doctrine of the Fall, which
pictured modern society as the intolerable situation
and primitive anarchy as essentially blessed. For
this reason medieval theory looked for the salvation
of society not to written bonds and business relations
but to a self-imposed morality and a voluntary adoption
of equality and fraternity. But all the arguing about
Meum and Tuum, all the gentle optimism of the school-
men, and all the faith in * natural man ' were dissi-
pated and destroyed by the economic upheaval and by
the appearance of the new plutocracy with their highly

